The honeycomb strip chamber (H SC ) is a new position sensitive detector. It consists of a stack of folded foils, forming a rigid honeycomb structure. In the centre of each hexagonal cell a wire is strung. Conducting strips on Ihe foils, perpendicular lo the wires, pick up the induced avalanche charge. Test results of a prototype show that processing the signals from three adjacent strips nearest to the track gives a spatial resolution better than 64 for perpendicular incident tracks. The chamber performance is only slightly affected by a magnetic field.
Introduction
Experiments at the future LHC or the SSC facilities face a very high event rate due to the required lumi nosity. The bunch rate (66.6 and 62.5 MHz respec tively) is very high. Moreover, at maximum luminosity, some 40 events are expected for each bunch crossing. The high radiation level limits the choice of materials to be applied in such a detector. The design of detec tors is therefore a complex affair.
Monte Carlo simulations show, however, that the exclusive detection of muons may well enable the dis covery of, for instance, a Higgs particle, assuming that some of its decay channels will imply the creation of one or more Z° particles which decay with a specific probability in muons. A four-muon event is, for in stance, well recognisable on top of the background [1-31
Muons are relatively easy to detect: hadrons, pho tons and electrons can be absorbed in calorimeters. Outside the calorimeters the muon count rate, includ ing muons created in the decay of pions in the calorimeter, and the contribution due to punch through particles, will be of the order of 10 MHz for a hermetic detector,
The measurement of the momentum of the muons provides information about the origin of the muons and the process in which they were created. The muon momentum is obtained from the measurement of its track curvature in a magnetic field. The required preci sion of this measurement is at present a matter of controversy. The natural width of the Z° resonance forms a limit to a useful resolution. The momentum resolution depends on the geometry and strength of the magnetic field, the spatial resolution of the muon detector and scattering of the muon against detector material.
Muon detectors are usually drift chambers; the number of track sampling sense wires can be increased if a high precision is required [4] , The strong magnetic field, proposed for some LHC or SSC detectors, can cause problems in the application of accurate drift chambers. Parameters determining the space-time re lation must be either accurately known or well con trolled (electric field, magnetic field, gas mixing ratio, temperature, pressure). Furthermore, the slow re sponse of drift chambers requires additional trigger detectors like scintillators or resistive plate chambers [5] .
In this article we present the honeycomb strip chamber (HSC) as an alternative for drift chambers [6,7].
Principle
In fig. 1 the basic elements of the chamber are shown: each wire is coaxially surrounded by conducting hexagonal rings. Since the gap between the rings is small, the cell is well comparable to a proportional counting tube. A muon passing through the volume inside the rings results in an avalanche on the wire. The negative charge signal from the wires equals the total positive charge signal on the rings at any time.
The charge distribution over the rings is an exclusive function of the position of the drifting ion cloud and of the geometry of wires and rings. This is the well known principle used in " segmented cathode strip readout'7 of MWPCs [8] [9] [10] [11] [12] [13] [14] . In fig. 2 the construction element of the chamber is shown: folded foils with conducting strips perpendicu lar to the fold edges are glued together. A stack of these foils is a stiff, rigid and self-supporting honey comb (see Fig. 3 ). In the centre of each hexagonal cell a wire is strung, the wire tension is held by the cell walls.
The geometry of fig. 3 requires conducting strips at both sides of each foil. As a consequence, the mutual capacitance between a strip 1 and its upper and lower neighbour is very high. Sincc cach strip is virtually grounded by its amplifier, the source capacitances are very high and the signal/noise ratio is poor.
This problem is solved in the geometry of fig. 4 : each layer of cells is covered with an insulating flat foil which acts as a base for the next layer. Odd and even planes are relatively shifted by half a cell pitch. In this geometry the " vertical" capacity is much smaller than the unavoidable capacitance between horizontally neighbouring strips, The interconnecting plane be tween two neighbouring cells is as small as mechani cally possible, minimizing the insensitive surface.
Simulation
1 A strip is defined here as a group of interconnected hexago nal rings.
In order to study the relation between the spatial resolution and parameters like the chamber geometry, kopton fott with strips Fig. 2 . Chamber construction, Two folded foils, fixed together, form a layer of honeycomb cells. Fig. 3 . Honeycomb structure. Strip readout for each cell is not possible because of the too large capacitance between the strips, The structure is, however, a good replacement for straw tubes.
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the gas mixture and the angle of incidence of the particle, a Monte Carlo simulation program was writ ten. It had the following sequence: -generate a track with angles < f> and 6 through a cell (see fig. 5 ); calculate its crossing points with the cell walls; -generate the points where a primary ion-electron pair is created, given the probability per unit length that it occurs [15] ; -generate the energy of the released primary elec tron, assuming the Rutherford energy distribution [16] ;
-calculate the number of secondary electrons in the cluster released by the (energetic) primary electron [18] ; calculate the position of the centre of gravity of this cluster using the angle of emission and the calculated range; -calculate the change in the centre of gravity of each cluster due to diffusion; -generate an avalanche for each cluster; include the Curran fluctuations in the gas gain [19] , -calculate the X coordinate of the centre of gravity of all electrons created in the avalanche; -calculate the charges on three nearest hexagonal rings, given the strip charge distribution function (see appendix A); -superimpose Gaussian preamplifier noise on the charge signals; -calculate the " measured" centre of gravity of the track; store the difference with the real track posi tion in a histogram. Let us assume that the integration time constant of the strip electronics is large compared with the maxi mum drift time of the secondary electrons. The charge signals on wires and strips can thus be regarded as a superposition of all distributions due to the avalanches caused by the individual secondary electrons* As a result we measure the X coordinate of the centroid of the positive ions, and therefore the X coordinate of the centroid of the secondary electrons (neglecting Curran fluctuations). The results of the Monte Carlo simulation are therefore presented in the form of cen troid distributions.
In fig. 6 the ccntroid distribution in the X direction (along the wire) of the secondary electrons is shown for perpendicular incident muons just after the muon pas sage; diffusion effects are omitted. The distribution is determined by the energy distribution of 8-rays. In the calculation only the interaction of the muon with the gas was taken into account; the emission of (partly absorbed) 5-rays by the foils has not been taken in account. High energy 5-rays have a long range and cause a large error in the measured track position. From fig. 6 one can see that the probability of a 20 jxm error in the measurement of a track position is less than 1%. These measurements can be rejected by pulse height discrimination and cuts on extreme posi tion samples.
The diffusion of electrons during their drift towards the anode wire was approximated by taking the super position of the contributions from each cluster:
where crx equals the width of the distribution in the X direction of the secondary electrons in a cluster associ ated with one 8-ray at the moment of arrival at the anode wire. The transverse diffusion constant D for Ar gas was fixed at 0.1 Jm m [20] ; R d is the drift path between the cluster and the anode wire; n equals the number of electrons in the cluster. close to the wire ( Z -0) have all possible distances to the anode wire, up to the cell radius. Mainly electrons from the region near the cathode contribute to the increase in the width due to diffusion, For tracks further away from the wire the width increases because a) the average drift path is longer and b) the number of participating clusters is smaller. Fig. 8 shows the width of the centroid distribution of the secondary electrons as a function of angle (¡> ; the diffusion effect and the Curran fluctuations are in cluded. For a mechanically ideal chamber equipped with perfect electronics the spatial resolution would be equal to the width values shown. We will approximate the ultimate spatial resolution of a honeycomb cell as:
0-2 = <7o 2 + ( o-) ■
The best spatial resolution or0 is obtained for normal incident tracks (<£ =* 0) and is determined by the diffu sion of the drifting electrons. For larger < f> the Poisson statistics in the random distribution of points of pri mary interaction between the muon and the gas de grades the resolution: the term (o takes this into account. The value of the constant cr^ is roughly pro portional to the track length within the cell, and there fore proportional to the cell radius. For tracks further away from the wire ( \Z | > ¿R) the track length de creases: the degradation of the resolution with < p is less. The value of is 900 p,m and 750 jxm respec tively for tracks through the ccntral region of the cell and for tracks where the Z coordinate varies randomly, as is shown in fig. 8 . The contribution of Curran fluctuations to the given values for is about 10%. If Xe gas is used, the value for can be as low as 400 jim for muons with an energy well in the area of the relativistic rise.
In order to establish signal/noise ratio demands, a gas gain of 10s was assumed; fixing the rms of the equivalent noise of the preamplifiers at 7000 electrons, a spatial resolution of 100 p.m is obtained for | < j> I < 0.1 rad. The optimum in the strip pitch tallied with a previous calculation [21, 22] .
The allowed equivalent noise limits the length of the strips; a high gas gain may allow strip lengths up to a few meters. The maximum length of a chamber may be twice the maximum strip length by breaking the strips in the chamber ccntcr and applying readout circuitry at opposite strip ends.
The prototype, the readout system and (he experi mental setup
The encouraging results of the Monte Carlo simula tion led us to decide to construct a small H SC We gained experience in folding and glueing of foil. Small tolerances in the cell geometry, the strip width and the strip pitch were realised, enabling a comparison of the chamber performance with the Monte Carlo predic tions.
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The geometry of the chamber is shown in fig. 9 . It consisted of ten layers; the outer layers had a mere shielding function. In the cells of the eight central planes gold plated tungsten wires (diameter: 20 \Lm) were strung in the cell axis.
Kapton foils with Cu strips were commercially ob tained. Tolerances on strip position and strip width were better than 100 p,m. Each chamber layer con sisted of 24 cells and 54 strips, At the open ends of the cells an aluminium end plate was glued; nylon plugs, fitting in the chamber cells as well as in holes in the end plate defined the position of the cell walls. An aluminium cover plate formed a sealed gas distribution box with the end plate. The cover plate was equipped with shrinking tubes which fixed the wires. The completed chamber was mounted on a solid aluminium plate which acted as a support for the preamplifiers and cables (see fig.  10 ).
Twelve adjacent wires of each plane were read out: after a hybrid preamplifier [23] and discriminator (LcCroy MVL 407) the 96 digital signals were trans ported along 40 m twisted pairs cables to the CAMAC TDCs (LeCroy 4290) in the counting room.
Strip signals (128 channels) were amplified by 4-channel hybrid charge amplifiers [23] and transported to the counting room. Here the signals were filtered, amplified and converted into monopolar signals using " analog line receivers" [23] . These ALRs were 16 channel NIM modules. The output signals were fed into gated, charge-sensitive ADCs (LeCroy 2282).
We used the secondary SPS beam X3 of the L3 test site in the West Hall at CERN. The beam consisted of electrons and pions of 10 GeV. The electrons were absorbed by inserting 10 mm Pb; per beam spill up to 500 pions passed through the chamber.
The chamber was placed in the large L3 test beam magnet. The magnetic field had a maximum value of 0.93 T. The trigger was obtained from two hodoscopes and associated electronics. One hodoscope was placed upstream and one downstream from the magnet. Each hodoscope consisted of two scintillators with overlap- Fig. 9 . The geometry of the prototype chamber: cell outer radius R : 5.774 mm; wire pitch WP: 13.0 mm; plane pitch PP:
10.7 mm; strip pilch: 5.00 mm; strip width: 4.00 mm. ping surface. The geometry of the overlap had the same dimensions as the sensitive area of the chamber. The fourfold coincidence between the scintillators acted as an efficient trigger with virtually no back ground.
The gas system consisted of simple electronic flow controllers (Brooks 5878); the stability of the mixing rate needed for high-accuracy drift chambers is not required. Since the gas propagates neatly through the honeycomb cells the chamber was operational after flushing twice its volume. The used gas mixtures were: A r/ethane 60/40, A r / C 0 2 80/20 and A r /C 0 2 50/50.
Positive HV was applied on the wires: the value was adjusted such that the amplitudes of the strip signals were within the ADC range. The values were 1570, 1700 and 1950 V respectively for the gas mixtures given above. This corresponds to a gas gain of about 10s.
The honeycomb cell with its central wire form an almost ideal counting tube. The electric field is there fore only strong around the wire. No HV breakdowns occurred during the test; a gas gain of 106 could be maintained,
Results
For each event the data from 128 ADC channels and 96 TDC channels was written on tape. 
Conclusions and future developments
The test of the HSC prototype shows its potential for high position resolution: the degrading of the reso lution with the angle of incidence was observed, as well as the influence of the magnetic field. The advantages of HSCs, compared with conventional drift chambers are:
1) The chambers consist only of foils, wires, end covers and plastic plugs; these are all glued to gether in a jig. 2) Preamplifiers and discriminators are mounted next to the chamber edges. Since multiplexers can be used, the number of ADC channels can be re duced by a factor of at least 100. ADCs can be mounted on the chamber as well. 3) Two-dimensional, high precision readout is possi ble with one detector. 4) The weight of a HSC is low; its support structure can be simple. An inflatable version could be ap plied in space research. 5) The accuracy of one layer can be at least as good as 65 jxm. In practice a value of 100 \xm can be reached for the used geometry. The theoretical lower limit of the spatial resolution is determined by the diffusion of drifting electrons, and may be as low as 30 |xm for Ar and 20 |xm for Xe.
6) The chambers do not require tight tolerances in gas mixing ratio, gas temperature or gas pressure, 7) Magnetic fields do not cause a systematic error in the measured track position. The effects caused by the Lorentz angle can, if necessary, be eliminated by tilting the chamber.
8) The fast chamber response (the maximum drift time can be made smaller than 80 ns) makes it possible to derive a first level trigger signal. 9) Accurate data of the track position is available after 2 this makes a second level trigger possi ble which has a good energy resolution. 10) A broken wire disables one layer at most. This will affect the spatial resolution only slightly.
11)
There are no strong electric fields apart from the region of gas gain around the wire; stable opera tion with high gas gain is possible, The essential drawback of HSCs is the degrading of the spatial resolution with increasing angle of inci dence <j>. This effect can be limited by: 1) reducing the maximum angle of incidence 0 by applying more chamber modules of smaller size;
2) using Xc gas instead or Ar; 3) increasing the gas pressure in the chambcr; 4) decreasing the cell radius.
If the price of the front end electronics (preampli fiers, discriminators) can be of the order of 5 SF/channel, the costs of a muon detector built from honeycomb strip chambers is a factor of 5 less than comparable drift chambers. It would be attractive to build solid blocks of honeycomb planes which sample tracks every 10 mm. The track length can be decreased which is needed for a specific accuracy in the determination of muon momentum. This reduces the volume of the spectrometer magnet.
Future developments
The stability of foil under the influence of forces, humidity and temperature is being studied. Methods of obtaining foil with accurately positioned strips were evaluated. At present we use commercially available copper-sputtered mylar foil. By means of an endless rota-flexo printing process the strip images are applied to the foil using a spccial varnish. In an etching proccss the copper between the strips is removed. After this the varnish is removed. A machine has been con structed which folds Jong foils accurately; the foil width can be up to 1,5 m, A low-noise charge amplifier for high source capac ity has been developed, as well as a special 3-input discriminater which reacts if the middle input is carry ing the largest signal and if the sum of the three inputs is larger than an external threshold (see appendix C).
In future tests wc would like to study the ultimate spatial resolution, the drift times and the cffccts of electronegative gases. Special attention goes to the correlated and uncorrelated noise of the preamplifiers, as well as to current loops due to the virtual grounding of all wires and strips. The advantages of operation in the limited streamer mode will be investigated.
Monte Carlo simulations should determine the opti mum cell radius for specific applications. Also the best values for other dimensions like the strip pitch and strip width should be, calculated.
At present 25 monolayer honeycomb strip chambers are under construction for the tracking calorimeter TRACAL of the RD5 experimental site at CERN [24] . A new test chamber is foreseen to be constructed; it will have wires of 1 m, strips of 3 m and it should consist of 32 layers. 
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Ql/Orn was used in the analysis to calculate the centroid, relative to the centre of the strip carrying the largest signal.
Appendix B
Cell geometry
The honeycomb structure of fig. 3 can be used as an alternative for straw tube chambers since it is easier to make and much more stable than an array of round tubes. In this case the foil can be either aluminised mylar, plain aluminium foil or plain copper foil without strips. In toroid magnetic fields the application of honeycomb strip chambers would require a compli cated detector subdivision in order to keep the angle < j) sufficiently sm all In this case an accurate determina tion of the drift time would be more economical for the measurement of the track position. Honeycomb streamer tubes could be applied here.
In order to avoid the large capacitance between the upper and lower neighbouring strips, the full honey comb structure could not be used for cathode readout; the layer-shifted geometry of fig. 4 was applied instead. The disadvantage of this geometry is that a single layer Fig, 20 . Geometry with two fully efficient layers.
is not fully efficient due to the dead zone between two cells. Since an adjacent layer is shifted by half a cell pitch, two layers will form a fully efficient detector 
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To Analog Switches spectively. In this way the main electronic readout circuit is reduced to a preamplifier, a discriminator and an analog switch per strip and two FADCs per cham ber layer [25] . Two coincident tracks within a chamber layer can he recognized and processed by using some additional electronics. The strip preamplifiers and switches can be integrated in hybrids or ASICs, while the FADCs can be mounted elsewhere on the cham ber. The wires can be equipped with a preamplifier and a discriminator; by means of a priority encoder a hit wire per layer would be identified. By referring the timing of the hit for each chamber layer to the LFIC/SSC machine clock, the Z and Q coordinates can be computed as well as the timing of the p -p bunch in which the muon was created.
A trigger can be derived from the wire signals: they occur within the maximum drift time of 50-250 ns (depending on the gas mixture, chamber geometry and HV). A track trigger could consist simply of majority logic which responds if, for instance, at least half of the number of layers had a hit wire. The first level trigger uses the " hit wire" information of some layers. An algorithm which detects vertex pointing tracks would take 150 ns: the trigger can therefore be generated 200-400 ns after the bunch crossing. The first level trigger initiates an on-board transputer to readout the strip A D C and wire timing information. The transputer converts the strip ADC data into accurate track coordi nates using lookup tables. After communication with the transputers associated with all the chambers in the sector of the experiment, the track curvature can be calculated and the second level trigger can be gener ated.
Communication between the chamber and the counting room would only require an optical fibre connection with the transputer on the chambers. This would reduce the cabling of the experiment by a large factor.
